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Modelling groups
• 11 modelling groups, about 15 models (BCCCSM1, BNU-ESM, CanESM2, CESM1-BGC, GFDL-ESM2,
HadGEM2-ES, INMCM4, IPSL-CM5, MIROC-ESM, MPIESM, NorESM)

• Simulations performed
– 1pct , BGC, RAD
– C-Driven Historical + RCPs
– E-driven Historical + RCPs

Outputs
• 30+ CMIP5/carbon related publications
4
• C MIP special issue in J Climate: 10-15 papers
• Significant contribution to AR5 WG1 (chapters
6 & 12, TS and SPM)

AR5 SPM
Cumulative emissions of
CO2 largely determine
global mean surface
warming by the late 21st
century and beyond.
Limiting climate change
will require substantial
and sustained reductions
of greenhouse gas
emissions.
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First Talk Between Nations’ Heads Since
1979 Is Geared to Nuclear Issue

Shutdown Looms as Senate Passes Budget Bill

AR5 SPM
• Climate change will affect carbon cycle processes
in a way that will exacerbate the increase of CO2
in the atmosphere (high confidence).
• Ocean uptake of anthropogenic CO2 will continue
under all four RCPs through to 2100, with higher
uptake for higher concentration pathways (very
high confidence). The future evolution of the land
carbon uptake is less certain…
• Earth System Models project a global increase in
ocean acidification for all RCP scenarios. The
corresponding decrease in surface ocean pH by
the end of 21st century is in the range of …

Land & ocean uptakes

Projections of surface pH

IPCC WGI AR5
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AR5 SPM
• Cumulative CO2 emissions for the 2012–2100
period compatible with the RCP atmospheric CO2
concentrations, as derived from 15 Earth System
Models, range from …
• By 2050, annual CO2 emissions derived from
Earth System Models following RCP2.6 are
smaller than 1990 emissions (by 14% to 96%). By
the end of the 21st century, about half of the
models infer emissions slightly above zero, while
the other half infer a net removal of CO2 from the
atmosphere.

Compatible emissions

Lessons from CMIP5
• More ESMs with carbon cycle
• More analysis and publications
• Compared to AR4 (C4MIP) more processes are
included (land use change, nitrogen cycle)  but this
artificially enhances the models spread 
• Still large uncertainties, mainly due to the land carbon
cycle…
• Model evaluation is quite embarrassing…
– Obviously, carbon cycle wasn’t part of the essential set of
metrics during development/adjustment phase of CMIP5

Simulated atmospheric CO2

Final Draft (7 June 2013)

Mauna Loa

Chapter 9
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Again, quite a large model spread.
Models show biases in mean, growth
rate, seasonal cycle, all of the above…
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But keep in mind, only forcing is
Fossil fuel emissions.
May be it’s not that bad…
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(good candidate for WGCM/WGNE
metric for the carbon cycle)
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Essential for CMI6
• Model evaluation
– Obviously, not enough tuning/validation has been done in
the model development phase (allow time between “CMIPcore” and “CMIP6-core”

• TCRE
– Can become the “TCR of ESMs”. Need to agree on simple
scenario to diagnose it (eg. a 1% scenario)

• Feedback quantification
– CO2-carbon (b) and climate-carbon (g) (eg. from two or
three 1% scenarios)

• Future of carbon cycle and compatible emissions
(impact and policy relevant)
– Diagnosed from new scenarios (SSPs/RCPs matrix)

CMIP6 roadmap
• Requested (core)
– Control
– 1%CO2 (COU, BGC, RAD)
– Historical and scenarios `

• Emission driven or Concentration driven runs?
– Both, sir.

• C4MIP “Governance”
– P. Friedlingstein, C. Jones and V. Arora
– + “steering committee” (TBD) eg. L. Bopp, V. Brovkin, C.
Koven, T. Ilyiana, S. Zaehle,…)

